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Abstract

The availability of different scoring schemes and filter set-

tings of protein database search algorithms has greatly ex-

panded the number of search methods for identifying candi-

date peptides from MS/MS spectra. We have previously

shown that consensus-based methods that combine three

search algorithms yield higher sensitivity and specificity com-

pared to the use of a single search engine (individual method).

We hypothesized that union of four search engines (Sequest,

Mascot, X!Tandem and Phenyx) can further enhance sen-

sitivity and specificity. ROC plots were generated to mea-

sure the sensitivity and specificity of 5460 consensus meth-

ods derived from the same dataset. We found that Mascot

outperformed individual methods for sensitivity and speci-

ficity, while Phenyx performed the worst. The union con-

sensus methods generally produced much higher sensitivity,

while the intersection consensus methods gave much higher

specificity. The union methods from four search algorithms

modestly improved sensitivity, but not specificity, compared

to union methods that used three search engines. This sug-

gests that a strategy based on specific combination of search

algorithms, instead of merely ‘as many search engines as

possible’, may be key strategy for success with peptide iden-

tification. Lastly, we provide strategies for optimizing sensi-

tivity or specificity of peptide identification in MS/MS spec-

tra for different user-specific conditions.

Keywords: Proteomics; Peptide identification; Bioinformatics;

Consensus approach; Consensus methods; Phenyx

Introduction

Peptide identification from tandem mass spectrometry (MS/

MS) data using database search strategies requires the use of

commercial or publicly available search algorithms that are used

to match MS2 spectra against a protein desired database. The

following is a brief workflow that most search engines perform

for searching candidate peptides from MS2 spectra. A large

raw file containing the experimental spectra obtained by mass

spectrometry is submitted to a desired search algorithm (en-

gine). The search algorithm then matches the experimental mass

spectra with the theoretical spectra generated from in silico

(e.g., trypsin) digested peptides, a list of candidate peptides is

then output with specific scores in the order of score rank. The

reported scores depend on the mathematical and algorithmic

strategies employed by a specific search engine.

For each search algorithm, a plethora of search parameters

can be modified by the user. These parameters include, but are

not limited to: the enzyme used for digesting peptides, the num-

ber of missed cleavages, amino acid modifications, peptide mass

error tolerance, fragment ion mass error tolerance, charge of

the parent peptide, and the minimum length of peptides used to

match an experimental spectrum.  In addition to these different

search parameters, the models used to score the match be-

tween peptide and an MS2 spectrum vary widely among dif-

ferent search engines. These models include but are not limited

to: statistic and probability models (Mascot), stochastic based

search engines (Phenyx, SCOPE and Sherenga), descriptive

models (Sequest) and interpretive models for database search-

ing (PeptideSearch) reviewed in literature (Sadygov et al., 2004).

Too many choices for the search engine and large number of

options for the search algorithms can make user’s decision mak-

ing process cumbersome and complicated with respect to which

strategies and protocols to employ for identifying peptides.

Mascot, Sequest, and X!Tandem (Perkins et al., 1999; Eng et

al., 1994; Craig et al., 2004) are three of the most popular search

algorithms available for identifying peptides from MS/MS data.

While Sequest scores peptides solely on descriptive param-

eters and uses correlative matching of peptide fragments in a

two-tiered stage process (homology matching), Mascot em-

ploys statistical and geometric probability- based scoring meth-

ods for scoring and ranking peptides. Unlike the other afore-

mentioned search algorithms, X!Tandem generates a list of

identified peptides upon searching for post-translational modi-

fications on high confident peptide identifications in order to

improve the confidence (Craig et al., 2004). Most peptide iden-

tification searches currently rely on the use of one search en-

gine for a given single large dataset derived from one MS plat-

form. Each search engine shows variability in accuracy, sensi-

tivity and specificity, and performs differently under different

conditions. For instance, receiver operating characteristic (ROC)

method analysis for one particular study that compared two

search algorithms, showed that X!Tandem is more robust for

sensitivity and specificity, compared to Mascot, at different

mass accuracy (Brosch et al., 2008). In addition, other studies

have shown modest differences in the output generated by

OMMSA and Sequest mediated searches (Balgley et al., 2007).
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Consensus  methods that employ more than one search en-

gine are a recent and natural development for bioinformatics

approaches to peptide identification. Consensus-based ap-

proaches have consistently identified peptides in complex bio-

logical mixtures with higher sensitivity and specificity, com-

pared to the use of individual search algorithms. For instance,

several studies have shown that consensus methods that em-

ploy two search algorithms greatly enhanced mass spectral

coverage and specificity, compared to data analysis using one

search algorithm (MacCoss et al., 2002; Moore et al., 2002;

Chamrad et al., 2004; Resing et al., 2004; Kapp et al., 2005;

Rudnick et al., 2005). A consensus method (CM) is a particular

logical operation performed on protein lists from specific com-

binations of search engines after filtering with a specific com-

bination of filter options. Individual methods (e.g., Mascot,

Sequest), logically, are a type of CM with a set that contains

one member. A consensus set is a set of proteins that results

from a consensus method. The multitude of settings and search

parameters, different logical operations (union, intersection or

single), and a large array of available search engines can create

a large number of possible combinations of search engines

with different search filter settings. Evaluating the performance

of each CM should lead us to improved understanding of the

effects our assumptions have on individual search engines,

and creating CMs, thus leading to improved peptide identifica-

tion.

 We have recently reported on the utility of 2310 consensus

methods based on three popular search algorithms (Sultana et

al., 2009). We observed that the intersection of search engines

greatly enhances specificity, but yields a much lower sensitiv-

ity. By comparison, consensus methods based on the union of

the search engines increased accuracy, sensitivity, and speci-

ficity.  Further, we noted the potential utility of different combi-

nations for optimizing sensitivity and specificity, depending

on the aims of a particular study (Sultana et al., 2009). In this

study, we extend our previous studies by including a fourth

search algorithm (Phenyx) in consensus based peptide searches

in order to determine whether four consensus methods that

employ more than three search engines further enhances sen-

sitivity and specificity for the identification of peptides. Phenyx

is a search algorithm that relies on the OLAV scoring method

for identifying peptides; it is a modification of the heuristic and

descriptive approaches employed by Sequest, Mascot or

X!Tandem (Magnin et al., 2004; Colinge et al., 2003). We report

the performance of these four search algorithms for reliability,

sensitivity, and specificity of peptide identification.

Materials and Methods

Dataset

A sample mixture containing 49 human proteins (Sigma-

Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was processed in the Genomics and

Proteomics Core Laboratories (GPCL) at the University of Pitts-

burgh prior to performing tandem mass spectrometry. In brief,

the sample mixture was reduced with tris-2-carboxyethyl-phos-

phine (TCEP), alkylated with methylmethane-thiosulfonate

(MMTS), and digested with trypsin (Promega). The ESI-MS

and information dependent (IDA) MS/MS spectra were acquired

at Thermo (by Research Scientist Tim Keefe) with an LTQ-XL

coupled with a nano-LC system (Thermo Scientific, Waltham,
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MA). The IDA was set so that MS/MS was done on the top

three intense peaks per cycle.

Database search

Experimental spectra obtained from the trypsin digested mix-

ture of 49 proteins were searched against the human database,

IPI Human v3.48 (71401 sequence entries), for identifying pep-

tides using following four search algorithms: Sequest, Mascot,

X!Tandem, and Phenyx. The search parameters employed in this

study were kept consistent as in our previous study (Sultana et

al., 2009). In brief, the search parameters for searching candidate

peptides were: precursor ion tolerance: 2 Da, fragment ion toler-

ance: 1 Da, variable modification: MMTC on cysteine, and oxi-

dation on methionine. All searches for the protein dataset were

performed at GPCL at the University of Pittsburgh. The param-

eters are so chosen to be optimal from our previous experiences

with LTQ-XL data sets.

Merging the data

All four search engines used in this study have different strat-

egies for assigning scores and ranking candidate peptides. Due

to the facility added in filtering methods under different filtering

assumptions, we used Scaffold v.2.0.1, (Proteome Software Inc.)

as a common platform; all search results derived from Mascot,

Sequest, Phenyx and X!Tandem were merged into a single file,

and assigned rankings and scores to candidate peptides, using

one mathematical model. In brief, the files containing the data-

base search results derived from Mascot, Sequest, X!Tandem,

and Phenyx were imported into Scaffold. The software then

merged the peptide lists identified by all the four search algo-

rithms, re-scored, and re-ranked. Scaffold uses PeptideProphet

and ProteinProphet, that employ Bayesian statistics to combine

the probability of identifying spectra with the probability that all

search methods agree with each other (Keller et al., 2002;

Nesvizhskii et al., 2003). We named this Scaffold-generated file

as MSXP-50.

Generation of consensus methods

As described before, a specific combination of settings and

search algorithms is defined in this study as a specific “consen-

sus method”. Two-hundred and ten consensus methods were

generated in Scaffold from MSXP-50 (MSXP-50 is the compiled

results file from the same data set) by varying the settings of

three different criteria, which filter candidate peptides based on

specific user-defined threshold values. The three filter settings

are defined as follows:

1. The minimum protein probability is defined as the probability

that the identification of a specific candidate protein is cor-

rect. We varied this Scaffold filter setting from 20-99% in

this study in order to generate consensus methods from

MSXP-50.

2. The minimum number of peptides is defined as the number of

unique peptide sequences that match a given candidate pro-

tein  We varied this Scaffold filter setting from 1-5 peptides in

this study in order to generate consensus methods  from

MSXP-50.

3. Lastly, the minimum peptide probability is defined as the prob-

ability that a given candidate peptide matches at least one
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experimental MS/MS spectrum. This Scaffold filter setting was

varied from 0-95% in order to generate consensus methods

from MSXP-50.

Generation of consensus sets

First of all, twenty-six consensus sets, peptide lists from spe-

cific combinations of search engines, including individual search

engines (O), intersections (I) and unions (U) of the search re-

sults among four search engines were generated using a pro-

gram written in python. The consensus sets generated were:

MO (Mascot only), SO, XO, PO, MSI (intersection between

Mascot and Sequest), MXI, SXI, PSI, PMI, PXI, MSXI, PMXI,

PMSI, PSXI, MXSPI, MSU (union between Mascot and Sequest),

MXU, SXU, PSU, PMU, PXU, PXSU, PMSU, PMXU, MSXU,

and MXSPU. Finally, 5,460 total consensus methods were cre-

ated from 26 consensus sets and 210 consensus methods. For

example, one specific consensus method is the union of Mascot,

Phenyx, and Sequest (termed MSPU) containing a 20% minimum

protein probability, 3 minimum peptides and 20% minimum pep-

tide probability. This consensus method represents one out of

5,460 consensus methods analyzed. Peptide lists derived from

each of these consensus methods are termed as ‘consensus

sets’, therefore producing a total of 5460 consensus sets (re-

sults from 5460 consensus methods) for this study.

Calculating sensitivity and approximation of specificity

We modified and expanded the code of our Python program

employed in our previous study (Sultana et al., 2009) to perform

sensitivity (SN) and apparent specificity (SP*) calculations of

consensus methods that contained up to four search algorithms.

Prior to running calculations, the Python program asks users to

input the following information: the number and type of search

engines desired, the text file containing a “true positive” list of

expected peptides, a text file containing a list of all the names of

210 text files that contain peptide lists (generated by Scaffold by

altering each of three Scaffold filter settings as described above),

and the total number of false positives identified (263 total false

positives identified for this study under least stringent settings).

In order to create a list of true positive peptides, the duplicate

and false positive peptides were discarded from the MSXP pep-

tide list, which was generated by applying the least stringent

combination of filter setting values (20% protein probability, 1

peptide and 0% peptide probability). Conversely, the total num-

ber of FP was calculated by counting the total number of false

positive peptides that were initially discarded from the true posi-

tive list. These true positive and false positive values were em-

ployed by the Python program to specifically calculate the TP

and FP rates for each specific consensus method. At the end of

each calculation, Python program outputs the following result:

total number true positives (TP), false positives and false nega-

tives (FN), as well as sensitivity and apparent specificity for

each consensus method.

It is important to note that the false positive rate is estimated

as an indirect approximation of specificity (apparent specificity,

SP*), as previously described (Sultana et al., 2009). This approxi-

mation is useful because the total universe of true negatives is

unknown, and will likely never be fully known. While our knowl-

edge of which proteins and peptides do exist increases, as addi-

tional known protein sequences are added to the human data-

base and the number of true negatives changes, the use of SP*
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provides an approximation of specificity that is best interpreted

in the context of each comparative evaluative study. The appar-

ent specificity is dependent on the type of the biological mixture,

the mass spectrometry used (and its settings), and the number

and type of proteins in each dataset; thus it cannot be compared

across different studies. Nevertheless, ROC can gauge the per-

formance for SN and SP*. ROC allow us to compare different

methodologies and protocols in order to optimize peptide

searches in a controlled setting where the protein complement of

a sample is known.

Results

Our results show that among consensus methods employing

upto four search engines, modest improvement in sensitivity

was observed in union consensus methods while slight improve-

ment in specificity was observed in intersection consensus based

methods for MS/MS spectra derived from complex standard pro-

tein mixture.

ROC plots of all consensus methods analyzed-

By comparing the list of known proteins in the mixture with the

list of true positive peptides identified, we found that a total 36

of 49 (73% of proteins) proteins were detected by combined four

search engine results from the same LTQ-XL data set; thus limit-

ing the universe of true positive peptides to 36 proteins in our

study. ROC method plots, graphical representations of paired

values of SN, and one minus apparent specificity (1-SP*) were

generated to study the performance of each of the 5460 consen-

sus methods. Figure 1 shows ROC method plots for all 5,460

consensus methods, which were generated by combining 26

consensus sets (peptide lists from specific search engine combi-

nations) with the 210 Scaffold consensus and filter setting com-

binations. In summary, Figure 1 shows that many union consen-

sus methods, which use at least three search engines (MSXU

and MSXPU) yielded the highest SN, and were followed closely

by the union consensus methods MXPU, MXU, and MSU (Fig-

ure 1A and 1D).

Moreover, these results agree with our previously published

observations that the union consensus methods, which con-

tained two or more search engines, generally gave higher sensi-

tivity values but lower SP* scores, compared to the intersection

consensus methods or to individual search engine methods (Sul-

tana et al., 2009). Conversely, the intersection consensus meth-

ods gave higher specificity values than the union consensus

methods (Figure 1C and 1D). A comparison of the performance

of each individual search engine method shows that Mascot

performed the best in terms of specificity and sensitivity, fol-

lowed by Sequest as the second best while Phenyx performed

the worst in terms of sensitivity, but showed comparable speci-

ficity with the other three search engines (Figure 1B). As a gen-

eral trend, individual methods performed worse for sensitivity

and specificity compared to the unions based consensus meth-

ods, but only performed modestly better for sensitivity com-

pared to the intersection consensus methods. Among intersec-

tion consensus methods, we found that the intersection of Mas-

cot and Sequest (MSI) performed optimally for both SN and SP*

(Figure 1A and 1C).

To detect overall trends in both SN and SP* of consensus

methods, we averaged the SN and SP* values for all methods
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belonging to a specific consensus set, regardless of the Scaffold

filter setting used. In Figure 2, ROC plots show the averages of

all, individual, intersection, and the union for each of the twenty-

six consensus sets. Figure 2 shows that the average of MXSPU

and MSXU performed the best in terms of SN, compared to the

average of the other 24 consensus sets. Moreover, the average

of MSU and MSPU ranked second best for SN, followed by SXU

and SPXU. Of all intersection consensus methods analyzed in

this study, the average of MSI yielded highest SP* value. Inter-

estingly, we observed that the union consensus methods that

contained Phenyx showed a modest improvement in specificity,

but gave much lower SN values compared to union consensus

methods containing search engines that excluded Phenyx. This

observation held true regardless of whether the intersections or

unions were compared in this figure (Figure 2, compare MXU vs.

MPU, MSU vs. MPU, or MSXU vs. MSPU, MSI vs. MPI).

Interestingly, we found that the MSXPI gave a similar SP*

value compared to MSXI, suggesting that a maximum SP* is

achieved when three or more search engines are used, at least as

shown for this study. Overall, these observations suggest that a

Figure 1: ROC method plots of all (5460) consensus methods analyzed in this study. ROC methods (SN vs. 1-SP*) were plotted for A) all consensus

methods, B) individual (O), C) intersection (I), and D) union (U) consensus methods analyzed. The following search engines were employed: Mascot (M),

Sequest (S), X!Tandem (X) and Phenyx (P).

Figure 2: ROC method plots of the average SN and SP* of all consensus methods.  ROC method plots (SN vs. 1-SP*) of average of A) all consensus

methods, B) individual (O), C) intersection (I), and D) union (U) consensus methods that employed a combination of the following search engines: Mascot

(M), Sequest (S), X!Tandem (X) and Phenyx (P).
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particular combination of search engines in consensus sets may

enhance sensitivity and/or specificity, while other combinations

may result in a counter-productive effect. One likely explanation

for this observation is that the particular strengths for each algo-

rithm are enhanced in consensus sets that employs more than

one search engine. However, these strengths are overcome by

the weaknesses of each engine’s mathematical model used to

search peptides when more than three search algorithms are used.

To compare and understand the overall performance of consen-

sus methods, we ranked the top 50% of consensus methods

based on an aggregate score of the average specificity and sen-

sitivity values as shown in Table 1. In summary, the union con-

sensus methods that contained results from more than two search

engines produced the highest aggregate scores, with MSXPU

being the top ranked consensus method, followed by MSXU

and MSPU. Interestingly, we observed that the union of Mascot

and Sequest (MSU) scored higher than several union  consen-

sus methods that contained three search engines (i.e., SXPU

and MXPU), suggesting that it is the specific combination, and

not the number of search engines, that may provide optimal SN

and SP* results.

The performance of all consensus methods that contained

Phenyx is compared in Figure 3. In summary, we observed that

the union consensus methods containing Phenyx produced

higher average SN values compared to their corresponding in-

tersection consensus methods. This result is intuitive, and con-

firms our previous observations that the union consensus meth-

ods yield higher SN values, regardless of the search engines

combined in consensus-based searches (Figure 3A and C-D).

However, considering overall accuracy, no consensus methods

containing Phenyx with any two others improved on the MSXU

method.  This is due to a loss of specificity that can be attributed

to the inclusion of Phenyx in the consensus trios or four way

combinations relative to the MSXU result.  In addition, a head-

to-head comparison of the average SN and SP* of individual
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search engines produced the following ranking for best to worst

sensitivity: Mascot, Sequest, X!Tandem, and Phenyx, which

agrees with the observations seen in Figure 2. On the other hand,

Phenyx and X!Tandem modestly performed better than Mascot

and Sequest in terms of SP* (Figure 3B).

ROC plots of the average specificity and 1-SP* values of con-

sensus methods with a specified minimum protein probability

Figure 4 shows ROC method plots of the average specificity

and sensitivity for all, individual search engine, intersection, and

union consensus methods at a certain average minimum protein

probability. As a general trend, we observed that SN above 0.75

and 1-SP* below 0.25, an optimal SN/1-SP* range for identifying

candidate peptides, was observed for the union consensus meth-

ods that contained a minimum protein probability of 80-99% (Fig-

ure 4D). Only a few methods of individual engines containing a

minimum protein probability of 80-90% achieved this optimal

range (Figure 4B). Conversely, the union consensus methods

containing a 99.0% minimum protein probability considerably

dropped in sensitivity while significantly gained in specificity

(Figure 4D). The sensitivity and 1-SP* values of the intersection

consensus methods performed similarly, regardless of the mini-

mum protein probability used as a search criteria with only a few

consensus methods at 80-90% minimum protein probability show-

ing slightly higher sensitivity values above 0.50 (Figure 4C).

ROC plots of the average specificity and 1-SP* values of con-

sensus methods with a specified minimum number of peptides

Figure 5 shows ROC plots of the average sensitivity and speci-

ficity for all, individual, intersection and union consensus meth-

ods containing a specified minimum number of peptides that

matched a candidate protein. In agreement with our previous

study (Sultana et al., 2009), consensus methods that contained 1

minimum peptide as a search filter gave the highest sensitivity

but the least specificity. On the other hand, we observed that the

Figure 3: ROC method plots of average SN and SP* of all consensus methods containing Phenyx (P). ROC method plots (SN vs. 1-SP*) show  the average

of A) all consensus methods, B) individual (O), C) intersection (I), and D) union (U) consensus methods that employed a combination of search engines that

contained Phenyx.
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individual search engine, the intersection and the union consen-

sus methods containing 2 peptides gave an optimal balance for

both specificity and sensitivity, whereas consensus methods

containing 3-5 minimum peptides caused both a significant loss

in specificity and sensitivity (Figure 5 A-D).

ROC plots of the average specificity and 1-SP* values of con-

sensus methods with a specified minimum peptide probability

Figure 6 shows ROC plots for the average sensitivity and speci-

ficity values of consensus methods that contained a specified

Figure 4: ROC method plots (SN vs. 1-SP*) of average minimum protein probability of all consensus methods tested. ROC characteristics were plotted

for A) all consensus methods, B) individual (O), C) the intersection (I), and D) the union (U) consensus methods filtered at a specified average minimum

protein probability. The minimum protein is the probability that a protein’s identification is correct. The minimum protein probability values used were

20%, 50%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 99%, and 99.9%.

Figure 5: ROC method plots (SN vs. 1-SP*) of average minimum number of peptides for all consensus methods tested.  ROC characteristics were plotted

for A) all consensus methods, B) individual (O), C) intersection (I), and D) the union (U) consensus methods filtered at a set specified average number of

peptides. The minimum number of peptides values used as a search criteria were 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 peptides.
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minimum peptide probability. In general, the individual search

engine or the union consensus methods that contained a 0-50%

minimum peptide probability gave an optimal performance for

both sensitivity and specificity (Figure 6A-B and D), while a

decrease in performance was observed when the minimum pep-

tide probability was increased beyond 80%. As expected, the

intersection consensus methods fared much worst in sensitivity

compared to the union consensus methods and varying mini-

mum peptide probability did not have much effect on the sensi-

tivity and the specificity of the intersection consensus methods

(Figure 6C).

Discussion

There are many factors to consider for obtaining a highly reli-

able and accurate high-throughput analysis of MS/MS data de-

rived from complex biological mixtures. Among some of these

factors include a proper experimental design, the quality of

samples and of the metadata. More importantly, it is crucial to

use appropriate bioinformatics tools to analyze MS/MS data in

order to increase the reproducibility of data analysis. In the past,

bioinformatics analysts have relied on the use of one of many

available search algorithms/engines that use a variety of math-

ematical strategies to match experimental spectra with a data-

base of theoretical spectra, to rank candidate peptides and as-

sess significance of a matched peptide. We (and others) have

shown that consensus-based approaches for identifying pep-

tides in MS/MS data provides improvement over individual meth-

ods; moreover, the selection of a specific combination of a set of

search engines can increase the flexibility of the strategies avail-

able for peptide searches. We have shown that consensus meth-

ods that harness the computational power of multiple search

engines enhances the sensitivity and specificity of peptide iden-

tification in MS/MS data derived from proteins found in complex

biological mixtures. Consensus methods that employ the union

Journal of Proteomics & Bioinformatics  - Open Access
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based approach that employ the output from a combination of at

least three search engines yielded optimal sensitivity and speci-

ficity results regardless of the size of the dataset or sample size

(10 proteins vs. 49 proteins in a complex mixture) (Sultana et al.,

2009).

Prior to this study, we hypothesized that consensus methods

that employ four search engines would enhance sensitivity and

specificity of peptide identification compared to consensus meth-

ods that use fewer search algorithms. However, contrary to our

initial hypothesis, we found that the union of four search algo-

rithms (Mascot, Sequest, X-Tandem! and Phenyx) does not en-

hance specificity and only modestly improves sensitivity com-

pared to consensus methods that use two to three search en-

gines (Table 1, Figure 1 and Figure 2). It is conceivable that the

union of more than three search engines that employ multiple

Figure 6: ROC method plots (SN vs. 1-SP*) of average minimum peptide probability of all consensus methods tested. ROC characteristics were plotted

for A) all consensus methods, B) individual (O), C) the intersection (I),  and D) the union (U) consensus methods filtered at a set average minimum protein

probability used as a search constraint. The minimum peptide probability values used were 0%, 20%, 50%, 80%, 90%, and 95%.

Method SN SP SN + SP 

MXSPU 0.755 0.946 1.703 

MSXU 0.755 0.946 1.702 

MSPU 0.734 0.946 1.680 

MSU 0.719 0.946 1.665 

SXPU 0.696 0.961 1.957 

SXU 0.690 0.961 1.651 

MXPU 0.669 0.976 1.644 

MXU 0.664 0.976 1.640 

SPU 0.660 0.960 1.620 

MPU 0.640 0.976 1.616 

MO 0.601 0.980 1.580 

SO 0.550 0.960 1.510 

XPU 0.480 0.990 1.470 

XO 0.460 0.990 1.450 

PO 0.431 0.997 1.428 

 Table 1: An overall performance of consensus methods used in this study.

The top 50% of consensus methods were ranked based on an aggregate

score of SN and SP*. Note that MXSPU gave the highest aggregate score

closely followed by MXSU.
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statistical strategies for scoring and ranking peptides may not

necessarily translate into a lower false positive rate or higher

identification of true positives. One of our important findings is

that that a specific combination of search algorithms should be

considered as opposed to the ‘highest possible number of search

engines’ as a strategy for maximizing the accuracy of peptide

identification while minimizing false positives. It is conceivable

that the advantages of a particular scoring method used by a

particular search engine outweighs the disadvantages of other

search engines in consensus methods while increasing the num-

ber of search algorithms to four becomes counter-productive.

Interestingly, a head-to-head comparison of the four individual

search engines analyzed in this study showed that Mascot out-

performed all the four search engines, while Phenyx fared the

worst. This was an unexpected result since Phenyx employs the

OLAV algorithmic scoring strategy, a statistical method consid-

ered to be a significant upgrade of search engines that employ

stochastic/probability models (i.e., SCOPE). In addition, one

bioinformatics study showed that Phenyx outperformed Mascot

in sensitivity regardless of the MS/MS techniques used in the

study (Ion-Trap and Q-TOF) (Colinge et al., 2003). Another study

showed Sequest is superior to Mascot or X!Tandem for identi-

fication of proteins in blood samples. Some possible explana-

tions for this apparent discrepancy in results across studies is

that the performance for each search engine depends on a vari-

ety of conditions including the search parameters, the MS/MS

technique, the abundance of proteins in a biological mixture, the

database used for comparing the experimental MS/MS spectra,

and search parameters used (Kapp et al., 2005).

Overall, this study supports our previous report findings that

the union but not the intersection of peptide searches derived

from multiple search engines in consensus methods yield better

sensitivity while the intersections produce better specificity. It

was found in this study that intersection consensus method of

four search engines modestly improved apparent specificity. As

a “prescriptive” strategy for performing peptide searches using

consensus based methods, our studies give further credence to

the notion that consensus methods that employ a minimum num-

ber of 2 peptides, a minimum protein probability of 80- 99.9%

percent or a minimum peptide probability of 0-50% may yield the

best sensitivity and specificity results regardless of the search

engines used in a given study. In our case, the inclusion of

Phenyx in our consensus based searches does not alter this

strategy. Ideally, we recommend consensus methods, or other

protocols for that matter, that yield an optimal specificity and

sensitivity results within a range of SN equal or more than 0.75

and 1-SP* values of less than 0.25. Our studies identified only

two consensus methods (MXSPU and MSXU) produced very

high sensitivity and apparent specificity within this range (SN

≥0.75 and 1-SP* ≤ 0.25) which underscores the need to find more

protocols and consensus methods using other search engines

that may fulfill these criteria (Table 1). Indeed, further studies

using different MS/MS techniques (e.g. MALDI-TOF or Ion-Trap),

complex biological mixtures (e.g., plasma, cerebrospinal fluid),

and more search engines should be carried out in order to deter-

mine whether the consensus methods that we identified in this

study that gave high SN and SP* is applicable in other experi-

mental conditions. Alternatively, the findings in this study call

for more future studies of consensus methods that employ other

search engines such as Spectrum Mill (Agilent Technologies,

Santa Clara, California), SCOPE, a two stage stochastic tech-

nique for scoring peptides, Paragon, a novel search engine that

employs temperature sequence values and other probability es-

timates, which have been previously shown to perform well in a

very large search space (Bafna et al., 2001; Shilov et al., 2007).

Limitations and future directions

Overall, our results validate our previous findings that con-

sensus methods that combine multiple search engines produce

optimal ROC characteristics compared to single search engines

(Sultana et al., 2009). However, the unions of consensus meth-

ods that include Phenyx as a fourth search engine only modestly

improved sensitivity scores while having no effect on specific-

ity compared to consensus methods containing three search

engines. Based on our results of this study, we devise and report

on strategies for obtaining optimal sensitivity and specificity of

peptide identification.

One must bear in mind that the universe of false positives and

true negatives increases as more proteins are added to the hu-

man database on a daily basis which eventually alters the appar-

ent specificity in any given study. While this caveat makes com-

parison of the false positive rate less tractable across experi-

ments, it is still plausible to compare the sensitivity of different

consensus methods that employ the same number of search en-

gines. Further, we note that this is one dataset based on a sample

of the entire proteome; further, we note that ours was not a com-

plex mixture, making the sample more ideal than realistic. We

note that we used the default search settings within each indi-

vidual search engine.  It is possible and perhaps likely that opti-

mization of individual search engines prior to the consideration

in the consensus setting may further improve the accuracy, sen-

sitivity, specificity and lability of individual consensus meth-

ods. Finally, we note that weighted consensus methods may

allow the inclusion of results from search engines that may be

weak in, say, SP* but add significant value in terms of increased

SN, or vice versa. A good deal of further empirical comparative

evaluation of consensus methods for peptide identification is

needed.
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